
CHAPTER 5: From Bad to Worse 

Life settled into a routine of working and blowing my money partying. I had let my golf 

skills slide and the only times I played were when I was invited by friends. The same friends 

sometimes talked me into a game of pickup basketball and I noticed the smoking, drinking, and 

drug use were not doing my physical health any good; I wasn’t as fast or sharp as I used to be. 

On one level this bothered me, because sports were the one thing that made me feel I had 

value; but it didn’t bother me enough to take me away from all my friends who were drinking, 

using drugs, breaking the law—or all three. I kept using, probably to numb myself so I’d forget 

about my failures.  

By then I had sunk so far into drug culture that when I used, it felt like I was 

accomplishing something. Drugs weren’t just the goal; they were the journey. That’s a little-

recognized danger with substance abuse in kids; you think you are actually ‘doing something’ 

when you go on a drug quest. For example, when a friend calls you up and wants to smoke 

marijuana, making the plan to accomplish that becomes the focus of the day. First, you have to 

meet up; then you have to find the marijuana; then you have to find a place to smoke it. After 

that, you usually laugh and discuss the world’s problems or talk about the latest funny movie you 

watched. I know now that the act of using and all the behaviour associated with it doesn’t 

accomplish anything except to set you back and hinder your own personal progress.  

At my job in the factory I met and began to admire our shop foreman, Shaun. He was a 

few years older than me, but still a very young guy. He was tall, handsome, and confident and I 

found out he was supposed to play hockey in the NHL at one point, but it hadn’t worked out. He 

was married and seemed to have a solid perspective on things—he was pretty much the 

opposite of some of the type of guys I was spending my time with. I admired him. Shaun would 

prove to be a very important person in my life, and would assist me in changing my life forever, 

though I didn’t know it yet. But even while finding myself attracted to all that was good in Shaun, 

my main circle of friends included drug traffickers, a gun runner, drug users, drug producers and 

other criminals. As you can see, I wasn’t exactly placing myself in a ‘circle of success’.  

I recall being hired by a friend to work in a large-scale marijuana growing operation. 

Marijuana was still illegal at this time and growing it could put a person in jail. One night, my 

friend picked me up for work. It was snowing heavily. He had a big smile on his face when I got in 

the car. I wondered why. I soon found out. He pulled out a bag of pills from his pocket. “This 

stuff is pure,” he said with a grin. We popped open a capsule each and inhaled the drugs before 

driving to the house where the marijuana operation was. We were so high on MDMA (also 

known as ‘ecstasy’) by the time we got there that I didn’t even know what was going on. We 

pulled into the neighborhood where the house was. “Let’s do this,” my friend said.  



We walked into the house only to be greeted by the biggest attack dog I had ever seen; it 

was massive and didn’t look very happy to see me. My buddy said with a serious tone, “Hey Cam, 

be careful. She needs to get to know you first, and whatever you do don’t turn your back on 

her.”  

The dog made me very uncomfortable. She stared at me non-stop, as if she was just 

waiting for me to try something. Another guy there in the room said, “She can smell fear bro, so 

just be chill or she will get agitated.” Perfect, I had just inhaled some pure drug from God knows 

where, my heart was racing, and I was in a drug lab with a massive attack dog staring at me. 

Being chill would be a piece of cake … NOT.  

The other guy had to leave and me and my friend spent the better part of five hours 

clipping and preparing marijuana for sale. I will never forget the part of town we were in. It was a 

rough area and you could hear police sirens constantly, but inside, there we were, bagging huge 

amounts of drugs, while using drugs. All I could think was that if anyone knew what we were 

doing, they would probably kick the door in and try to rob us. Luckily, we had what looked like a 

half-dog, half-bear sitting with us, ready to turn someone into dinner if necessary.  

When we were done, we stacked the bags of drugs on the kitchen counters and could 

see just how much there was. It was crazy. It was just like in the movies. You couldn’t help but 

feel a sense of power when you looked at all that prospective money; but it wasn’t our money, 

and I never felt fully safe dealing with people in that industry in the days when it was illegal. I 

didn’t want to be involved with drugs in that way; I just wanted to use them. 

By now, the social web I had built I was so connected to street life that I could get any 

drug I wanted for the right price. Between working at a grow operation, hanging out with a long-

term friend who’d become a cocaine trafficker, using recreational drugs with my childhood 

friends, and spending time with Jimmy the gunrunner, I was busy—and plugged into a subculture 

most people don’t ever experience. I sought acceptance in such circles because it was what I 

knew, and it made me feel comfortable and accepted. But it was dangerous, and I was too blind 

to really understand that. 

I will never forget how paranoid Jimmy got one night when I was with him and one of his 

associates. We had been using drugs all night and Jimmy and his friends took me to a house I’d 

never been to before. Jimmy was getting increasingly more paranoid and I didn’t know why. I 

found out later he was in the middle of a turf war at the time and we were at his hide-out house. 

Jimmy and I were friends, but he never involved me in his business; he always just assured me 

that I was taken care of and that he would always protect me. That night I watched him pace the 

living room back and forth, constantly peeking out through the blinds to see who was outside. 

He was clearly expecting someone to come after him. It made me nervous, yet I always felt safe 

with him; he was like my older brother from another mother.  



In the early hours of the morning, I wanted to sleep, so I laid on the couch facing the 

living room. Jimmy owned two beautiful pit-bulls, brother and sister, and they loved me. While 

most people would cross the road when they saw these two dogs, I had developed a relationship 

with them and was safe. I heard their collars jingling as they came over to me and then one 

climbed up and laid in-between my legs while the other snuggled up to me in a big spoon. As I 

drifted in and out of sleep, I noticed Jimmy standing over me. He said quietly, “Get some sleep, 

little bro. You’re safe here.” Occasionally I woke up to see him still pacing and checking the 

window, but now with a handgun in his hand. He was high and extremely paranoid. Ultimately, 

nothing happened to us that night and to this day I don’t know how much danger I might have 

been in … but I’m here to talk about it, and that’s good enough for me. 

 During this period, the emotional wounds I was trying to cover up started to surface 

again, indicating that my attempts to self-medicate were beginning to fail. I became increasingly 

more depressed and started to have strong regrets about my self-destructive behaviour and the 

fact that I hadn’t finished school. I also started feeling more and more shame about my drug use, 

often feeling guilty after using, and so I’d do more drugs to stop those feelings. It became a 

vicious cycle. Things just got worse and worse as addiction got a stronger hold on me. I would 

party from Thursday to Sunday every week and then try to quit using every Monday. Ultimately, 

this pattern would go on until I had some real reasons to change my life.  

The reason called my cell phone one afternoon. I didn’t recognize the number, but back 

then you didn’t have to worry about telemarketers calling you from Somalia, so I picked up the 

phone. I wish I hadn’t. The voice on the other end of the phone sounded familiar, but I hadn’t 

heard it in years. It was a guy named Billy and he wanted to get in touch with one of my friends 

who had moved to the other side of Canada years ago. Billy had no way of knowing my friend 

had moved because he had just finished a lengthy stay in prison.  

Billy told me he’d got my number through mutual friends and to this day I still don’t know 

if that’s the truth; but once he found out our friend had moved he latched onto me, saying, “So I 

hear you’re a little badass now,” and chuckling.  

Not knowing how to take that, I laughed and replied, “Yeah, whatever that means.”  

Then Billy said, “Well, why don’t you come work for me, make some real money and quit 

messing around?”  

Had I known what Billy was mixed up in, I would have hung up the phone right there and 

then, but I didn’t want to seem soft, so I answered, “Sure, okay.”  

He replied, “Okay, then. I heard you have a fast car. We need a driver. Do you know how 

to drive that thing?”  



“Of course,” I said.  

Billy finished by saying, “Perfect. I’ll be in touch soon. Keep your phone with you, and 

don’t miss my calls.”  

After hanging up I went about my business, not thinking too much about the 

conversation. I figured he was probably full of it, and that nothing would come of it. It wouldn’t 

be until two nights later that I would get a phone call in the middle of the night. I was sleeping 

and my phone starting vibrating under my pillow, zzz-zzz-zzz … I looked at it with one eye; it was 

Billy calling. I was surprised. I figured he was just blowing hot air … but maybe this guy was for 

real. I answered, “Hello?”  

Billy was on the other end, breathing hard as if he was out of breath. “Cam, you have to 

come get me … right now!”  

I could tell something was wrong. “What’s up man, what happened?” I asked. 

He replied, “Don’t worry about all that—just come get me!”  

He told me his general whereabouts and I hopped into my car and drove to the 

neighboring city where he said he was. I was curious about what was going on. I still had no idea 

what this guy’s deal was, and I hadn’t seen him in many years, but I continued.  

Halfway there, the phone lit up again and I answered. This time, Billy was more frantic, 

“Where the fuck are you?” he screamed.  

I tried to calm him down, “I’m almost there. What happened, dude?”  

Still panting, he said, “I stole a truck and smashed it into a pole trying to outrun the cops. 

I fled the scene and I’m on the run. I can’t go back to jail.”  

I replied, “Okay, I’m close. I’m almost there. Hang tight.”  

When I hung up the phone, the first thing I thought was, this guy is full of it, he’s making 

this up. But, as I got to the street he allegedly ran from, I saw all the cops in the intersection and 

then I saw a truck wrapped around a street pole. Luckily nobody was hurt, but the truck was 

totally smashed and so was the pole. My stomach tightened, and I thought, uh oh, this guy isn’t 

full of it. What did I get myself into this time? 

As I turned down the street Billy told me to meet him on, I pulled up slowly to where he 

said he would be. As I looked to my right, two shadows appeared out of the bushes, ran for my 

car and opened the door. Billy pushed the passenger seat up and forcefully shoved a woman into 

the back seat. Then he jumped into the front seat and shut the door, saying, “Let’s get the hell 

out of here!”  



As we started driving away, I could see Billy staring sideways at me as if he was trying to 

get a good look. He hadn’t seen me in many years. He grinned, “Well look at you, all grown up. 

You’re a man now.”  

I couldn’t ignore the uneasy feeling I had just sitting next to him. Billy was a career 

criminal with a serious and lengthy rap sheet. His head was still shaved from prison, and he had 

such massive scars on his face that he looked like a comic book character. Later, I would discover 

those scars were from being tied to a chair and beaten with the claw end of a hammer to within 

inches of his life. I never asked why.  

I could see the young woman in the back looking at me. She smiled, “My name’s Mandy,” 

she said. Pretty quickly, Billy became irritated and told me to stop the car. He opened the door 

and looked at Mandy. “Get out,” he said sharply.  

Mandy didn’t want to get out. “I’m tired,” she replied.  

Billy became angry. “I don’t care if you’re tired. Get the hell out!” She hesitantly got out 

of the car, and that’s when Billy grabbed her by the coat and said harshly, “Don’t come home 

until you’ve made me some money, understand?”  

She nodded; I could tell she didn’t want to be out walking the streets, but I could also tell 

she didn’t have much of a choice. This was my first glimpse into Billy’s life and I didn’t like it. I 

could deal with a lot of crime, but when it came to women, I had a strict code of respect that he 

clearly did not have.  

Billy had me drive around to his place, and on the way, he gave me a lecture about how I 

could make some real money working for him. I had no idea what kind of people he was mixed 

up with. He said he got a job through his uncle, that his family ties were solid, and he could 

promise me protection if I helped him out. “Cam, you can go anywhere you want bro. If anyone 

fucks with you, just give me a call. We’ll come handle it,” he said. This wasn’t the first time 

someone promised to ‘protect’ me but coming from Billy it had a different ring. Just one look at 

him showed me he was one scary dude. So, the allure of power and respect got to me, and I 

agreed to keep meeting him to see what he had to offer. I wish I had never made that decision.  

It wasn’t too long before Billy called me to go and work with him. I still wasn’t sure what 

he did or what my job would be, but I went anyway. He told me to pick him up one night and 

that I was going to be tested for the position of ‘driver’. When he got into my car, he asked me if 

I knew where a certain apartment building was on the other side of town. I said that I did. He 

looked at me and said, “You’re going to be timed to see how fast you can get there. Someone is 

waiting for you.”  

I asked, “How long do I have?”  



Billy smiled, “Three minutes and forty-five seconds,” he said. 

I laughed, “Are you kidding me?”  

Billy picked up his phone and started dialing. As he dialed, he said, “I suggest you put 

your belt on and get ready.”  

I buckled up and started the car, pulled out and got ready on the street, facing the 

direction we were about to travel. Billy spoke briefly with the other guy on the phone, “Yeah, we 

are ready. Five, four, three, two … one.”  

BAM! I punched the gas, the wheels chirped, and we were gone. My car was fast, and I 

knew how to drive it … 70 … 80 … 90 … We reached 100 kilometres an hour in seconds. I can 

remember thinking to myself, there is no way I can get there in that time without blowing every 

intersection. That’s what the test was. We kept accelerating. I couldn’t let off the gas … 120 … 

130 … 140 … I will never forget the sound of the street lamps whipping past my window, swish, 

swish, swish; you could hear the speed.  

As we approached the first intersection, I could see that the light was about to turn red. I 

looked over at Billy. He said five words, “Don’t even think about it.” That meant, don’t even think 

about stopping. I was being tested to see how much courage I had and if I would break the law 

to do my job. My hands gripped the wheel tighter, I knew for an absolute fact that if anyone 

pulled out into that intersection we were done, every one of us. At speed greater than 150 

kilometres an hour, anyone involved in a crash like that would be practically vaporized.  

My heart was pounding. When I saw that we were going to make it through the 

intersection in one piece, I was relieved—but not for long. We were still alive, but I knew more 

intersections were coming and that stopping was not an option. Terrified, I kept going. Half-way 

through I looked over and saw that Billy was not wearing his seatbelt. Why I was surprised, I 

don’t know; obviously, safety was not the first thing on Billy’s mind … but I still thought he was 

crazy for not buckling up.  

We approached the next intersection, going so fast that I stopped looking at the speed 

gauge. I knew it was fast; really, fast. At this intersection, I could see a vehicle getting ready to 

pull out in front of us. I gripped the wheel hard and only had time to say one word, “No!” By a 

stroke of fortune, the driver looked over to the left at the last second to see us flying towards the 

intersection. Yes, the light was red, but the driver could see we had no intention of stopping. He 

jammed on his brakes, stopping just short of our path and time seemed to slow down for me at 

that moment. I knew full well that if we collided with that vehicle, it was game over. Thank God 

we didn’t.  



We raced towards the last intersection and Billy said calmly, “Take a right here.” Knowing 

I was being timed, I only slowed enough not to flip my car in the intersection. We fish-tailed 

through it and I hit the gas, now going down a new street. I had driven like a pro and we were on 

the final stretch. The car was filled with smoke from the burning rubber, a strong smell.  

Finally, Billy said to me, “It’s the building coming up on the left. Turn in there.” I pulled in 

so fast the car bottomed out in the driveway as we pulled into the parking lot. I looked out the 

window to see a guy on the third floor of the building waiting outside on the balcony, staring at 

his watch. I looked at him and waited for his verdict. He yelled out, “Three minutes and forty-six 

seconds … you’re late!”  

Billy leaned over my lap and looked up at the guy, “What do you think?” he asked. 

After a pause, the guy looked down at me, and said, “You’re hired.” 

I still had no idea what Billy’s job really was, but I soon learned. As driver, I took Billy 

around to all his various apartments. Inside most of them were women who appeared to be 

using drugs and working the streets and he was responsible for keeping them in line and 

collecting the money. Debt collection also seemed to be a part of his job, and when we went 

collecting, that’s when things got nasty. Billy’s guys were very intimidating big guys, who did not 

exactly look like choir boys. The boys would get suited up for a job, often wearing dark clothes or 

leather along with the requisite black gloves. They would arm themselves heavily in case things 

did not go their way. I would drive the guys to their various jobs, then stand guard and be ready 

to assume the role of get-away driver if need be. They trained me heavily in the art of ‘not seeing 

anything’. What I mean is, after every job they would ask me the same question, “Hey kid, what 

did you see?” And I would answer the same every time, “I didn’t see nothin’.”  

The first time I saw them collect on a debt, I knew these guys were serious dudes. The 

guy that owed money knew he was in trouble when we showed up. He begged Billy for mercy, 

but Billy was a thug, not a priest. Billy and the guys messed him up bad. Then Billy called me out 

from the car. He yelled, “Cam, come help us carry some of this stuff out.” I helped them carry 

the guy’s stuff out of his place an we loaded it into a van we’d brought for the job. Looking over 

my shoulder, I could see they left the guy totally naked, laying on the bare floor in his room. They 

took everything he owned—and when I mean everything, right down to cleaning out his fridge. 

Clearly, these weren’t guys you wanted coming to collect on a debt.  

We left the job and the guys recapped what they did to the guy. I’ll never forget hearing 

one guy say, “He nearly crapped himself when I pointed the gun at him!” I knew then I’d gotten 

myself in over my head; these guys were crazy—like bat-shit crazy. But I also knew I had opened 

a can of worms, in that if I wanted to stop working for Billy, I would need to choose the time to 

resign very carefully. I was scared of these guys. 



We drove away from that job and Billy instructed me to drive to one of his apartments. 

He told me one of his bosses wanted to meet me. I was nervous. When we pulled into the 

apartment building, I wasn’t shocked to see it was a run-down drug apartment just like the rest. 

They used these dive buildings to operate out of; nobody cared what went on and they could 

control the building with drugs and intimidation.  

We walked in through the apartment’s kitchen. The air was filled with crack smoke. Billy 

stopped at the stove. There were drugs there and everywhere. He picked up a pipe, lit it, and 

took a massive hit of crack cocaine. After blowing out a cloud of smoke he looked over at me and 

said, “You tell anyone I smoke this stuff and I’ll kill you.”  

Turning the corner, we entered the living room of the apartment. It was empty of 

furniture; these apartments were drug dens and stash houses, not homes. There were a couple 

of women passed out on the floor, and in the corner was Billy’s boss, sitting on the ground. His 

boss wasn’t what I expected. She was a woman, and she was so heavily tattooed I could hardly 

see a clean piece of skin on her. She looked like a villain from a Batman movie or something; she 

was big and looked really mean. Her piercing black eyes fixated on me right away and she asked 

with a raspy voice, “Who’s the kid?”  

Billy answered right away, “That’s our new driver. I’ve known him for years. He checks 

out.”  

Billy’s boss just stared at me. She didn’t trust me because I was a relatively clean-cut kid 

with no tattoos. I didn’t fit in with the others. She let it slide for the moment then she turned to 

Billy and asked, “You brought me something?”  

Billy jumped up quickly, rushed over to the freezer, and pulled out a tub of ice cream 

we’d just taken from our last job. I mean what debt collector doesn’t grab a tub of ice cream? 

Billy quickly took it over to his boss, pulled a huge buck knife from his belt, plunged it into the ice 

cream and held up a wedge to her mouth. She didn’t even flinch. I’ll never forget her slurping the 

ice cream off that knife while her black eyes stared into my soul. She didn’t even lift a finger. She 

had grown gangster men swooning over her and catering to her whims. I’ve never seen anything 

like it.  

When we left, Billy finally filled me in to who I was working for. I was now terrified to find 

out I was working for one of the most powerful organized crime groups in North America. That 

was not something I wanted to hear. Almost immediately, my life took on a different tone. 

Knowing who I was working for made me start questioning my path in life in a very serious way. I 

reflected on all the people I was associated with and realized one thing for sure: if I didn’t do 

something about where I was heading, I was going to end up dead or in jail. I was starting to get 

really stressed about this, but I couldn’t seem to stop ‘roller-coastering’ my way to the bottom.  



One-night things came to a head with my drug use. I was alone at home after partying 

with some friends and when I sat on my bed, I suddenly knew I was in real, physical trouble. My 

heart was racing, and I was sweating so much it was like I had been standing in a shower. I 

realized I had taken too many drugs—stimulants—and that I was overdosing. I was alone, and I 

was scared. 

Now this isn’t a religious book, but this is my story. I didn’t know what to do, but in panic 

I randomly I looked to my left and, sticking out of a box, was a Bible I had been given as a gift. 

Looking for comfort, I pulled the book out. I had the Bible in one hand and my cellphone, ready 

to dial 911, in the other, when I collapsed. At that moment, I honestly didn’t think I was going to 

make it, and, driven to my knees, I tried praying. When I prayed I simply asked God to help me 

through the night and give me an opportunity to improve my situation in life. Making a classic 

promise to God, I said that if I made it through the night I would change my ways. It’s interesting 

what you say when you think you are going to die. My life came into view for the first time in a 

long time and realized the irony of overdosing on the floor holding onto a Bible I had never 

opened. Talk about a moment. I knew I needed to make a change. 

 


